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Administration discussing fate of the union

Originally used
as a dining facility that could hold
approximately
600 people, the
Dome underwent
interior remodeling once Taylor
built the Hodson
Dining Commons
in 1971.
Currently, the
Dome holds the
student union, the
campus bookstore
and offices for
Career Development, Taylor Student Organization
and Taylor World
Photo by Andy Marston Outreach.
The current student union is architecturally inspired by modern architect Frank Lloyd Wright.
Future campus
plans also deserve
By Carissa Chang
Places: the Taylor Dome.
Provost Stephen Bedi cited consideration, Bedi said.
Contributor
This year marks the 50th functionality as a main reason
The newest master campus
year of the Dome’s existence, for including the Dome in fu- plan shows a new academic
Representatives from the making it eligible to be placed ture building plans – or for de- building likely needed for the
Historic Landmarks Founda- on the register.
molishing it.
education and business departtion of Indiana visited Taylor
But the status of the building
“Defining a new purpose ments, he said.
University’s student union remains in question, and a dis- would be the first step,” he
The board of trustees must
Monday to check out the new- cussion of the building’s future said. “What purpose would the also consider financial aspects
est potential member of the is on the Taylor board of trust- Dome serve from a functional of repurposing the Dome.
National Register of Historic ees’ June agenda.
viewpoint?”
The expansion of Nussbaum

Science Center is currently Taylor’s highest construction priority, he said.
When President Eugene Habecker arrived at Taylor, the
Dome was not slated to be on
the campus master plan, he
said.
“The University has had multiple views about the Dome,”
he said. “Our plan all along has
been to take it down ... but (it
holds) historical interest, and
(we’re) taking a second look.”
Cathy Wright, North Central
field representative for the Historic Landmarks Foundation of
Indiana, joined two other visitors from the organization who
examined the building and met
with administrators.
“We weren’t really aware of
the structure. We’re very interested in helping the college
preserve it (or) use it in a new
way,” Wright said.
“The fact that it’s still here
is important. The fact that the
building (has) lasted 50 years is
quite amazing.”
Advancement official Wes
Rediger, who has researched
the history of the Dome, said it

was designed by Fort Wayne architect Orus Eash in the 1950s.
The heavily windowed and
open floor plan architectural
style is mid-century modern,
inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright,
who is known as the founding father of the style, Rediger
said.
The Dome is under consideration as a historical landmark
for its unique architecture as
one of the few, if not the only,
dome-shaped buildings in Indiana in the modern style.
“In its current condition,
it’s not worth saving,” Rediger
said. “The only reason to keep
it would be for its original design.”
As the board of trustees discusses the campus master plan,
Bedi said, the “historic legacy of
architecture and spirit of those
who have gone before us” remain important.
Still, the situation deserves
further exploration, Habecker
said.
“There’s a lot of questions
that we’ll need answers to,” he
said. “The issue has been raised
and we’ll explore it.”

Taylor seeking global ‘ring’ by 2016
By Megumi Johnston
Life & Times Editor
To Taylor administrators,
engagement means more than
a “ring by spring.”
Global engagement has become a campus buzzword, but
administrators face hard decisions to reach their goal of increasing student study abroad
experiences.
Global engagement, according to Chris Bennett, director of
the year-old Spencer Centre for
Global Engagement, is moving
beyond the acculturation stage
with another culture.
The goal is to move past just
saying that students have had
life-changing experiences and
to be able to demonstrate a tangible level of holistic development, he said.

“If you think about the issues
and problems that are facing
(the current) generation, almost all of them are global issues,” he said.
“Because of the way things
are changing in the world today, we are ensuring the relevance of a Taylor education for
the future.”
The push toward global engagement manifests itself partly
through Taylor’s study abroad
opportunities; Taylor students’
participation in 23 semesterlong programs and numerous
January term trips ranks the
school 14th in the country for
percentage of the student body
that studies abroad, according
to the Open Door Report conducted through the Institute for
International Education.
With the emphasis on the

new global engagement centers
and the many different nonTaylor study program options,
more and more students want
to participate in a semester
abroad.
This creates a problem, as
the increase in students’ desires to study abroad is in accord with Vision 2016’s statement about eagerness to send
students overseas, but Taylor
limits how many students may
study abroad each year.
The administration has set a
cap to allow only 150 students
per year to engage in semester-long programs away from
Taylor’s campus.
When Director of Off-Campus Programs Heather Sommer
determines how many students
can participate in a program,
she bases her decisions on hav-

Cinco de Mayo celebration

ing 75 available spots per semester.
“The reason is financial,” Sommer said of the
cap. “You’re Taylor students, but your money is
going away from campus.
Even if it’s our program,
(the money is) going away to
pay for things away from here.
(75 a semester or 150 a year)
is a number (the administration) determines that the budget can handle. Students are
still getting financial aid (and
registrar services) even if the
money is going to pay the CCCU
abroad programs.”
While simply allowing more students each year to study abroad may
seem like the best way to solve the problem of extra applicants than the cap allows,
the solution is not that easy, administrators say.

See Global, Page 2.

Taylor sends 1,000 books to Nigeria
CSS department and Zondervan help Bingham University
By Stephen Groves
Staff Writer

Photo by Timmy Huynh

The men of Penthouse – Samuel Morris Hall’s fourth floor – perform “the
dance” in front of Swallow Robin Hall on Monday night, which was Cinco de
Mayo.
They traveled all around campus with a root beer keg, hoisting people up
for keg stands and parading in costumes in honor of this Mexican holiday.
The Penthouse tradition was begun in 2005 by 2006 graduates Andy Long
and Chris Horst, along with seniors Drew Severns and Ryan Schmucker.
The friends had originally planned for the celebration to be a Morris Hallonly affair, Schmucker said, but after a disappointing response, they took the
keg on a truck and shared the celebration with the rest of campus.
This is the first year the Penthouse men had “a posse” following them around
campus, Schmucker said.
This year is also the first year the traveling celebration visited every women’s dorm, senior Phil Smyrl said.

News

Photo illustration
by Timmy
Huynh

Imagine Zondervan library
stripped of its resources. A few
lonely books dot the shelves.
Several outdated computers sit
at desks, but they shut down
sporadically due to power
shortages.
This is Bingham University.
Bingham, located in central
Nigeria, is in many ways similar to Taylor. It is a Christian
university, sponsored by the
Evangelical Church of West Africa. The college adheres to the
“integration of faith and learning” philosophy, and its goal is
to educate Christ-centered men
and women to change society.
But the school lacks the resources.
The Zondervan Library and
computer and system sciences department are hoping to
change that. Students and faculty are donating books in order
to fill the shelves of Bingham
University.
“If we could get 1,000 books,
compared to the Zondervan
Library that’s not a lot, but to

them that would make a big difference,” CSS Professor Stefan
Brandle said. “It is something
very tangible for global engagement.”
Currently, Bingham is in the
development process. It received its license in 2005 and
recently moved to a permanent
site near the capital of Nigeria.
“The university needs credibility,” Brandle said, “and one of
the ways they do that is through
books on their shelves.”
The books should ship by the
end of June.
Taylor is also sending a shipment of up to 70 computers for
the university. Bingham will use
the computers to teach computer literacy to students, as well as
for research.
“They will use the computers
for just about everything they
can,” Brandle said.
One of the largest challenges
for Bingham’s technology department is the inconsistency
of electricity and the high price
of Internet connectivity. But the
school’s new location should alleviate some of these problems,
Brandle said.

“They are just outside the
capital, so hopefully they should
have reliable electricity,” he
said.
In their previous location,
Internet connectivity was not
feasible because of its cost,
Brandle said.
Hopefully, a high-speed Internet connection will not cost
as much at the new campus
site.
“This would allow us to communicate with them if they had
problems with the computers,
or we could even do video-conferencing lectures,” Brandle
said.
Brandle traveled to Bingham
University in January 2007 as
a guest lecturer and technology
consultant.
“When I was there, the computer science department had
10 books. It hurt to look,” he
said. “My personal office library
is bigger than what they had.”
Brandle said he hopes to see
future partnership with Bingham.
“It is a great way for us to
work through how we can make
a specific difference,” he said.
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Upland to welcome new community center
By Audra Gustin
Contributor

A new community center being built in Upland will provide
a meeting place for local organizations, a museum of military
memorabilia and Upland’s first
senior citizen center.
The Upland Community Center will stand on property on
the corner of Railroad Street
and Second Street donated by
the American Legion.
“The community center is going to be an anchor for that part
of town,” Upland local Greg
Ballinger said.
Concepts for the community center originated from
members of the local Masonic
Lodge.
The lodge needed a location
to hold monthly meetings but
were not able to justify the expense of building an entirely
new meeting place to only
use once a month, said Jerry
Deeter, a board member of the
newly formed Upland Civic Association.
Members of the lodge approached other local organizations – including the Upland
Park Board, the local American Legion post and both Boy
Scouts and Cub Scouts – about
constructing a community center, he said.
“If we could incorporate sev-

Photo courtesy of Greg Ballinger

A tentative rendering of the proposed Upland Community Center.

eral other organizations and
utilize the building, it would become of tremendous use to the
community,” he said.
Deeter said he is hopeful construction will begin this summer. Floor plans are still being
finalized.
The new community center

will form an “L” shape. One
wing will contain a dining area
and a large kitchen.
Another branch of the “L”
will be for Masonic and Eastern
Star meetings. The remaining
space of the building will form
a reception area, with a secondstory museum.

The museum will display military memorabilia from members of the community. Some
artifacts date back to the Civil
War.
“I think probably the most exciting part,” Deeter said, “is that
we’re going to be able to create
a senior citizen center and be

able to use that daily.”
The Upland Park Board originally had planned to develop a
senior center. When plans for
the senior citizen center were
included in the community
center design, the park board
joined the Civic Association to
assist in running the center.

The association also plans to
develop an endowment fund
for the center for future maintenance, which Ballinger said is
an investment for the community.
“This building is not just for
me right now,” he said. “It is for
the future.”

Korean delegation opens doors to
opportunities around the world
By Audra Gustin
World Editor
Korea is halfway around the
globe from Taylor University,
but on May 2, an eight-member delegation from Yumkwang
Presbyterian Church in Seoul,
Korea, bridged the gap.
The visit was designed to
strengthen Taylor ties to the
church.
The signing of a certificate
of partnership by the Rev. Choi
Ki-suk marks a hopeful future
for cross-cultural interchange.
For instance, Seoul is a new
site for social work experience,
and social work students are
traveling there as early as next
January.
But the primary focus of the
May 2 meeting was this summer.
Three Korean students are
joining Ecuadorian students to
take part in an intensive English program taking place here
at Taylor.
In exchange, the church is
hosting sophomore Sung Ah
Kim and seniors Chad Urbanick and Christine Lee to teach
English in Korea.
Both Kim and Lee are Korean,

and Urbanick has ties through
his girlfriend, Kaye Patton, who
is Korean.
The burgeoning Teaching
English to Speakers of Other
Languages program at Taylor
also met with the delegation in
order to discuss future opportunities for practicum students to
be hosted by the church.
While a practicum is an essential part of the certification
and licensure process, the task
of arranging practicums has
been left largely to students as
the program continues to develop. Program Director Jody
Fernando is in the process of
officially organizing practicums
abroad.
“We’re listening to partners
around the world to see what
will best suit their needs,” she
said.
During a question-and-answer session with the delegation in Ayres Alumni Memorial
Hall, current TESOL program
participants discussed possibilities in Korea, while the church’s
delegation expressed interest in
reciprocal opportunities.
Prior to the session, President Eugene Habecker hosted
a luncheon for the church del-

egation, which included a gift
exchange.
Habecker presented each
delegate with a piece of pottery with Taylor crests, before
opening a set of ceramic display
plates and personal gifts from
the delegates.
Gifts are a traditional Korean
token of esteem and appreciation, Habecker said.
The visit is also a sign of
bridges already in place: the
church is a sister church to a
Korean congregation in Muncie, which also is the home
church of Taylor Spanish Professor Chin Chang.
Chang and Michael Jessup,
a Taylor professor of sociology, found out in October 2006
about their shared passion for
Korea.
Soon after, they began to explore how Taylor could build
connections with Korea, resulting in this current partnership and hopes of being able
to establish a reciprocal study
abroad program with Handong
Global University in Pohang,
South Korea.
“It has been exciting to see
God open many new doors,”
Jessup said.

Photo courtesy Jim Garringer

The Rev. Choi Ki-suk, with Taylor President Eugene Habecker, signs a certificate of partnership
to join Taylor with the Yumkwang Presbyterian Church in Seoul, Korea.

Choi, although admitting the
U.S. is very different than Korea, pointed to the power and
vision of American Christianity
as the model for Korea. Current
Protestant churches have their

origin in the American Protestant missions of 100 years ago,
he said.
Still, the Korean church is
strong enough to stand on its
own, with Yumkwang Presbyte-

rian itself sending missionaries
to Japan, China, Thailand and
the Philippines. The church
also boasts a 2,000-member
youth group.

to think about the cost of each
program. The approach we’re
taking is that I need to create

a basket of opportunities that
allows me to send as many students as possible for the same
amount of dollars.”
For example, the CCCU’s Orvieto, Italy, program costs more
than the cost of a semester in
Upland, while Taylor’s Quenca,
Ecuador, program costs much
less.
If more students in a certain semester or year attended
programs that cost less, more
students would be able to participate in abroad experiences
overall, an approach the administration supports, Bennett
said.
Another potential option is
allowing an average of 75 students go abroad each semester
year after year.
If 150 students do not end up
studying off campus in one year
because of students’ electing to
stay in Upland, then more than
150 could study off campus the
next year, Bennett said.
The next hurdle to jump is

how the cap will change in response to another goal of Vision
2016: a rise in student enrollment.
“I have been told that as
enrollment increases, study
abroad numbers will increase,”
Sommer said. “This does help,
but it’s still the same percentage.”
Vision 2016 also states Taylor
aspires to allow every student an
international experience before
graduation; this would include
J-term experiences, since not it
may not be possible to allow all
students to study abroad, Sommer said.
Taylor also hopes to begin
new Centres for Global Engagement in various countries by
2016.
Originally, Taylor had a
goal of obtaining 10 centres by
2016.
This has now changed to focusing on having a “number of
key centres” by that time, Bennett said.

Global, from page 1
“I’ve committed to the administration that before I ask
them to raise the cap, we will

do some creative thinking to do
as many as we can within that
cap,” Bennett said. “The admin-

istration is agreeing to view the
cap as a dollar amount and not
a head count. This allows me

Nathan’s Dinner
Support the Taylors
What: BBQ chicken dinner
provided by Nelson’s Glow Chicken
When: Tuesday, May 13th
Time: 5-7 p.m.
Where: Upland Elementary and
Lighthouse Assembly of God in Marion
Price: Half a chicken: $6 Dinner: $8
*dinner includes half a chicken, sides and a drink

Josh Taylor, communication arts media engineer, with his wife Sara
and children Nathan (left) and Aaron (right).

News

For tickets, call (765) 998-5289.
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Many
passions,
one
world
A semester’s
Snapshots
top stories
By Benita Lee
Staff Writer
Africa
After a Zimbabwan presidential election March 29, the Electoral Commission delayed the
announcement of the results until last Friday.
Incumbent Robert Mugabe
refused to accept the initial results, which would cause him
to lose power for the first time
since 1987. Opposition leader
Morgan Tsvangirai gained 47.9
percent of the votes, higher than
Mugabe’s 43.2 percent. This slim
margin means a run-off election
is in store.
Asia
China claims Tibet has officially belonged to China since
the mid-13th century, while Tibetans feel that Chinese rule has
been inconsistent and that Tibet
functioned as an independent
government until 1951. Some Tibetans also claim major human
rights violations. Protests focus
on those two issues.
Chinese officials met with the
Dalai Lama’s envoys Sunday,
hoping to weaken his support for
activities aimed at undermining
the Beijing Olympics, specifically terrorist activity China repeatedly claims to thwart. Protesters
have faced stringent crackdowns
in neighboring India and Nepal
as well.
Europe
Abkhazia is a northern breakaway province of Georgia with
no international recognition.
Russia recently accused Georgia
of inciting tensions after forces
from Abkhazia shot down two
Georgian spy planes.
Georgia fired accusations
back, as Russia increased its
peacekeeping forces along the
border between Georgia and Abkhazia. Moscow also withdrew
trade and military sanctions on
Abkhazia. Some fear a full-scale
war between the three.
Middle East
Kurdish leaders want selfgovernment, but face opposition from those who worry this
would break up the three states
with large Kurdish populations:
Turkey, Iraq and Iran. After the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party repeatedly conducted raids into
Turkey, Turkey led numerous
incursions into northern Iraq to
retaliate.
Americas
Only five state contests remain
in the Democrats’ drawn-out
nominating process: South Dakota, Montana, Oregon, Kentucky and West Virginia. The
current delegate count is 1,846
for Sen. Barack Obama and
1,696 for Sen. Hillary Clinton.
World
Central banks are warning of
inflation around the world. The
prices of certain staple foods
have increased threefold this
year due to bad weather and
dramatic changes in the global
economy like higher oil prices,
lower food reserves and rising
consumer demand in China and
India. High prices are affecting all the major foods in most
countries at the same time.
Myanmar
A devastating cyclone hit Saturday. Myanmar reports nearly
23,000 deaths and 40,000 missing persons, but the top U.S. official in the country said the actual number dead may approach
100,000. Myanmar is being slow
to accept international aid.

World

By Audra Gustin
World Editor
One of the greatest experiences I have appreciated in my
four years at Taylor is seeing
different people become fired
up about different issues.
For as much as we talk about
the Taylor bubble, here is where
we learn about the world’s troubles and delights, its progress
both positive and negative.
Here we are exposed to the realities we will face in a plethora
of ways, some of which we already or currently face.
But this knowledge is not
without purpose. It links to our
Christian mission to love our
world as sacrificially as Jesus.

I’m proud to have friends passionate about eating disorders,
racial discrimination, social
injustice, world hunger, education, English learners and environmental protection. As this
page has illustrated, my particular passion is intercultural interaction, knowing and dealing
with our world as a whole.
But I have noticed – and
sometimes, I admit, I’ve given
into this as well – a temptation
to be too zealous.
At the end of Taylor alumna
and Jackson State University
Professor Michelle Deardorff’s
presentation on racial colorblindness, she mentioned the
issue’s importance.
“Everybody has to deal with
this,” she said.
I agree with her in a sense.
If you’re going to interact with
people of other races, you do
need to deal with racial colorblindness.
And you do need to deal with
eating disorders, addictions,

social injustice, intercultural interaction, AIDS in Africa, evangelism, environmental abuse
– we have great resources, and
we need to wisely choose what
to do with them to impact our
world.
But we can’t do everything.
It seems sometimes that
Taylor is passionately schizophrenic. Every week presents
a different cause for which you
can give your spare change or
spare clothing, watch movies,
listen to speakers, get involved
in ministry or meet with organizations in a booth in the dining
commons.
We have so many opportunities that it almost becomes a
battle for attention, time, money and resources.
Taylor students sometimes
become annoyed at the complacency of those with whom they
interact.
“Don’t they see the importance?” they mutter and become even more fervent.

Their passion becomes their
focus, and they cannot understand those who don’t have it.
Their passion is so important,
impacting so many people in
the world, how can others not
have their passion? How can
people sit by and do nothing?
Unchecked, this attitude becomes arrogance and bitterness.
The truth is more than six
billion people in this world are
in need of practical, physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual,
infrastructural, societal, economic and intellectual care.
Protecting the environment
is important for health and the
world’s future. Hunger kills
millions. The mentally disabled
struggle to have lives. Homeless
people fill the streets. New technology has hopes to find solutions to persistent problems or
ease our lives to make way for
more important priorities. Media broadcast information and
engage our mind to think.

Then there are the less glamorous pursuits: the teachers
who sacrifice for their students
to get an education. The office
workers who do the paperwork,
answer the phones and do the
errands needed for larger organizations to function. People
like my father, who works as an
electric technician for the post
office, in order to make sure the
machines function and people
can get their mail.
The prayer warriors who take
the cause of the world to the
heart of God.
Because our world needs
to see, needs to hear, needs
to taste, needs to be touched,
needs to be healed, needs to be
moved, needs to be loved.
The world is too vast for one
person to be devoted to every
need.
Appeal to others for help, but
do not begrudge them a different calling.
We are the body of Christ; be
your part, and give grace.

ESL / EFL gives the world words
By Krista Hanson
Contributor
While Taylor students may not
enjoy their Expository Writing
class, statistics prove the English language is one of the most
popular school subjects in the
world today, with over one billion people learning English as
a second or foreign language.
Teaching English as a career
or a ministry continues to beckon a number of Taylor students,
regardless of their academic
background or location.
For example, Chris Fink graduated from Taylor in 2007 as
a physics major, but has spent
the last nine months teaching
English at Blue Sky University
in Nanchang, China, with the
English Language Institute in
China.
Although he received no formal training in teaching English before his departure to
China, Fink said he wasn’t concerned about the work required
of him.
“I’ll admit, I expected it to be
a cinch,” he said.
“I thought ‘How hard can it
be to throw a lesson plan together?’ ”
Upon his arrival in China, he
found he spent up to five hours
per night to prepare a lesson
plan.
Some of the major challenges
he faced included a lack of technology and tools for student assessment.
Most of all, he struggled with
the cultural differences between
the Chinese and American systems of education. Chinese
schools lack the emphasis on
critical thinking and creativity
and focus instead on memorization.
“My students can memorize a
page-long dialogue within five
minutes,” Fink said, “but when
I give them an exercise that
requires some brainstorming,
often everyone in the class will
come up with virtually the same
idea.”
As a physics major, not many
of the skills he learned at Taylor were directly applicable to
teaching English, he said.
“If only physicists used Chinese characters instead of Greek
letters,” he said.
At the same time, Fink acknowledges Taylor did play an
important role in the development of skills he would use as
an ESL teacher.
His time as a One-on-One
mentor has provided valuable
insight into the lives of his students, since the maturity level
of Chinese college students

Photo provided by Chris Fink

Chris Fink, a 2007 Taylor graduate, teaches English to eager students in China. Fink is spending the year at Blue Sky University in
Nanchang with English Language Institute / China.

more often mirrors the experiences of American high school
students.
“I make a lot of jokes about
boyfriends and girlfriends, and
I allude to a lot of Backstreet
Boys and Celine Dion music,
and they totally eat it up,” Fink
said.
One of the most rewarding
aspects of teaching in China
has been building relationships
with students outside of the
classroom, Fink said.
He is one of nine foreigners
at a university with more than
50,000 students.
Having celebrity status, he

said, is both “a tremendous
responsibility and an amazing
opportunity to be examples and
witnesses.”
Yet the ministry of teaching
English is not confined to the
far reaches of the world.
This summer, 10 students
from Ecuador and three students from South Korea will
attend Taylor’s first Intensive
Summer English Institute, organized by the Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages
program here at Taylor.
They will attend four weeks
of classes taught by Taylor students who are in the TESOL

certificate or licensure program. The students will spend
two of those weeks staying with
local families.
ISEI also represents Taylor’s
developing partnership with
the Verbo Church in Cuenca,
Ecuador, which hosts Taylor
student trips to Ecuador in the
summer and during Lighthouse
trips in January.
Sophomore Cate Messenger, one of the Taylor students
teaching at ISEI, says she hopes
her experience this summer
will go much deeper than just
teaching English.
“I think it is really awesome
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Somali refugee Halima offers part of her goat meat concoction
during an ESL lesson with senior Audra Gustin.
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when different cultures get to
interact and learn from each
other,” Messenger said. “I’m
sure that I’ll learn just as much
or more from them than they do
from me.”
Other ESL adventures are occurring around the world this
coming year as well.
A team of three Taylor students are traveling to Seoul,
South Korea, to teach over the
summer, while graduating senior Audra Gustin is going to
Thailand to teach English for
six months as part of the U.S.
Fulbright Student Program.
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our body is
m a d e
up of water, so
it’s important to know where it’s coming
from, right?
To begin our study, we developed
a rating system with criteria for
judging each drinking fountain.
We decided on four factors
which set each water fountain apart: taste, temperature,
stream and aesthetics / functionality.
The scale we used ranged from one to five.
In the category of Taste, for example, a score
of “1” represents water that tastes comparable to drinking your own urine, and a score of
“5” represents a euphoric, heavenly drinking
fountain experience that is worthy of poetic
expression.
We set off around campus with our rating
criteria, a clipboard and some Ritz crackers
– to cleanse the palate, of course. What we
got was the most comprehensive evaluation
of drinking fountains on Taylor’s campus
to date. We sampled and rated 81 drinking fountains in academic buildings and
dorms across campus.
Our only oversight was that we only have
access to guys’ dorms – since we didn’t start
this study until after the last open house
– and so our sample doesn’t
include
girls’
floors. Sorry, ladies,

looks like you’ll have to rate your drinking
fountains on your own.
But for every other drinking fountain on
campus, here are our results:
Taste
Taste is the most important factor in
choosing a drinking fountain, so it gets top
billing here. While everyone might like to
his or her floor has the best water on campus, we found the tastiest water at Taylor is
being hoarded by the computer science majors in the Dungeon of Nussbaum Science Center. That’s
why they can code for hours
on end: The drinking fountain must grant them superhuman stamina. Either that, or they
mix the water with large quantities
of Mountain Dew.
(Note: We had several girls tell us
that First North English has an incredible drinking fountain that could
rival the Dungeon for taste, so we’ll
give it a mention here even though we
can’t back that claim up empirically.)
The award for worst-tasting drinking
fountain on campus is a three-way tie between the fountain in the basement of Morris
and the two fountains outside the entrance of
the second floor of Mitchell Theatre. Drink
from any of those, and you’re guaranteed to
have an unpleasant, almost inhumane experience.
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Kevin Little and Andrew Neel
Contributors

ell, Taylor
students, you’re
welcome. We have
the answer you’ve been
waiting for to the question
you didn’t know you had:
“Where is the best drinking
fountain on campus?”
We answered this question by
conducting a scientific and totally
unbiased study. We know it was scientific and unbiased because it was done by
a physics major and a journalist – representatives of two institutions which are unquestioned bastions of truth and objectivity.
Before you read any further, you need to
understand how important and serious this
study was. This wasn’t a frivolous exercise
designed to fill space during Dead Week. No,
this was a legitimate study organized with
the intent of educating the masses about
an issue which impacts people’s
everyday lives in a profound
way. After all, more
than half of

te
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Temperature
For cold, refreshing water, these are the
places to go: Dungeon in Nussbaum, Penthouse (low fountain), Broho (both fountains), Third East Wengatz and Third West
Wengatz.
For bland, lukewarm water that a person
stranded in the desert wouldn’t drink, go to
the basement of Metcalf and try the drinking
fountain with the higher elevation. That’ll be
fun – we promise.

Stream
The next time you’re in Nussbaum, go to either the right-side drinking fountain on the
first floor near the biology office or the leftside fountain on the third floor.
These two drinking fountains have a stream
which will shoot water past the opposite edge
of the fountain. It’s highly entertaining – like
firing a little water canon.
To see a drinking fountain which doesn’t
produce a stream and doesn’t qualify as a
fountain because you can’t get water out of
it, go to the left-side fountain in the music
building near the restrooms. It just sits there,
begging you to make fun of it for its inability
to produce water.

pleasing and functionally efficient drinking
fountain set up on campus. The men of First
East placed a wooden shield with their insignia on it above their clean, easy-to-use fountain, making it the best place to drink water
if you want a visual experience.
You can find ugly, impractical drinking
fountains in Nussbaum, the music building
and on the sink in the boys’ bathroom in the
Olson lobby.
BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN
Drum roll please … and the best drinking

fountain on campus is: the low fountain on
Broho. This fountain is incredible – a goodlooking fountain with one of the best tastes
on campus, an outstanding temperature and
a tremendous stream. If for some reason you
get a chance to sample this fountain, please
do yourself a favor and go for it.
Well, there you have it: the comprehensive
scientific study of the drinking fountains on
campus. Now, you can make an informed
decision about which stainless steel sidekick
you should use in your quest for health (kudos to Nathan McCauley for this line).

Top 5 drinking fountains overall
(taste, temperature, stream, aesthetics / functionality):
1. Broho low fountain (5, 5, 5, 4)
T-2. Broho high fountain (5, 5, 3, 4)
T-2. Penthouse low fountain (5, 5, 3, 4)
T-2. Third West Wengatz fountain (4.5, 5, 4, 3.5)
5. Swallow Robin lobby fountain (4, 5, 4, 4)

Worst 5 drinking fountains overall
(taste, temperature, stream, aesthetics / functionality):
1. Music building bathrooms left fountain (n/a, n/a, 0, 0)
2. Morris basement fountain (1, 1, 2, 3)
3. Olson lobby boys’ bathroom fountain on the sink (3, 3, 1, 0.5)
4. Music building bathrooms right fountain (3, 3, 2, 1)
T-5. Music building office fountain (3, 2.5, 3, 1)
T-5. Nussbaum second floor right fountain (2.5, 3.5, 2, 1.5)

Random quotes (not even kidding):
“Which class is this for?” – to which Kevin Little said, “What self-respecting professor would make
this a class assignment?”
“I don’t think I want to read this article – I won’t be able to drink the water anymore.”
“This is some hard-hitting reporting.”
“You guys are writing an article about the water fountains? Is (The Echo) running out of material?”
(In Gerig) “The taste in the water fountain all depends on if someone’s taking a shower.”

Senior Kevin Little prepares to take a plunge into the Penthouse water fountain as junior
Andrew Neel watches intently.

Aesthetics / Functionality
We all know there are drinking fountains on
campus which look dirty or are hard to use.
What you might not know, though, is that
First East Wengatz has the most aesthetically
Photo illustration by Timmy Huynh

Fantasy baseball to make dreams come true this year
Brad Hoehner
Contributor

S

enior Cam Brennan walked into
the second-floor conference room of Ayres Alumni Memorial
Hall a week before spring break with a long list.
On this list were the names of the top 400 baseball players and
top 250 pitchers in the major leagues, as ranked by yahoo.com.
Brennan sat down to a round table surrounded by nine other
Wengatz Hall residents ready to pick the best players he could
for his fantasy baseball team. The two-and-a-half-hour process
consisted of 28 rounds.
“The draft is the best part about fantasy baseball,” said Wengatz Assistant Hall Director Travis Yoder, founder of the Wengatz competition.
Yoder, a fantasy player since high school, started the tradition
last year for other baseball buffs like himself. He explained how
baseball is a very individual sport as compared to most.
“One pitcher throws the ball at me,” he said. “I either hit the
ball or I don’t hit the ball; it’s not my own team that affects that
as much as I accumulate my own statistics.”

Because baseball operates like this, fans can easily put together
an imaginary team of players, keep track of their stats and then
compare to see who has the best fantasy club.
During the 28 rounds of the Wengatz draft, each of the participants picked 17 field players: catcher, first, second and third
basemen; a shortstop; five outfielders; five pine riders and two
utility players that can play at any position.
Because only batting and pitching stats count for points,
the goal is to find good hitters that also play each of the respective positions. Along with the field positions, participants
chose 11 pitching spots: three starting pitchers, two relief pictures, two of any kind and three bench sitters.
Drafts take place during spring training, and once the regular season approaches, the competition begins.
The scoring process for the Wengatz league works on a
five-by-five rotisserie system. The five-by-five arrangement
works with five separate hitting stats and five separate
pitching stats.

Hitting Statistics
•
Runs
•
RBIs
•
Home runs
•
Stolen bases
•
On-base percentage (batting average + number of walks)

W

hen people find out I’m a
mom, they always say, “Wow. How do you do it?”
The ‘it’ they refer to includes going to school and being
married and being a mother and having a house with bills
and dirty dishes.
My answer is always the same: “I don’t know.”
And I don’t know how I do it; I just do it, because when
you are a mom and a wife and a student, time doesn’t stop
to let you strategize. The reality is I’m always going to have
something (or someone) to clean, no matter what assignments are piling up in my backpack.
I have realized, though, that everyone is always doing
something. Even my high school friends at their colleges
of choice will call me frequently, lamenting the stresses of
school and life and responsibilities. They are busy too; their
to-do list just looks a bit different. While they’ve got dance
practice or work or yearbook meetings, I’ve got a two-yearold child to bathe, laundry to fold and a little girl’s birthday
party to plan. We may not be doing the same things, but
we’re all doing something.
I don’t intend to belittle what it means to be a parent.
Parenting, as I’m sure everyone has heard it described, is
the hardest, most rewarding job anyone could ever do. I’m
simply acknowledging I’m really no busier than most, especially those crazies among us who choose to be involved
in every club and every event offered at Taylor.
The real difference between a student and a student mom
is not how much she has to do, but how vital what she does
is. For example, if a typical college student sleeps through
her alarm, she may risk skipping a class.
Comparatively, if I were to sleep through my alarm, I
would not only risk skipping a class, but I could walk down
the stairs to find a toddler surrounded by a sea of junk
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food that she somehow found from the night before, sucking down half a bag of M&M’s. (Yes, this has actually happened.)
That, if anything, is why being a student mom is harder
than being a student: It’s not all about me anymore. Everything I do directly affects this precious, little
creature, a creature that
looks to me for guidance
and protection (and as few
cavities as possible).
And even if my poor decisions somehow didn’t
affect her, they would still
affect me. Just as investing in Johanna’s life is the
most fulfilling thing I could
do, yelling at her or ignoring her when I’m worn out
from school is equally unfulfilling. It pains me that
I can’t give her all of my
energy 100 percent of the
time.
That’s the hardest part of
all for me: not being able to
be Super Mom. I figure it’s
the same for working moms
and dads.
That’s really what parenting is about, I think. It’s the
easiest thing about which I
can be unselfish. I’ve never
been more eager to give of

myself to anyone else than to my daughter.
Some say a parent’s love for his or her child reflects the
kind of love God has for each of us. If what they say is true,
I can tell you with certainty that God really, really, really
loves you.

Sophomore Carrie Bragg cuddles with her daughter, Johanna.

Points are given for each category. For example, the number of
home runs are added together from every player in the lineup on
the given day. That total is compared to other participants in the
league, then gets a ranked score for that stat.
Of the 10 men in the Wengatz league, the person with the highest sum total of home runs gets 10 points. The second place winner gets nine points, and so on. This type of scoring works the
same way for each of the 10 different statistics.
A typical day for a “manager” of a fantasy team would start
and end with getting online. Once the participants pick their
players, the Internet does all the computing for them.
The fantasy league Web site gives a list of which players
have a game each day. Only the players who have a game on
that day are eligible.
Once they fill all the positions in their roster, the Web site
keeps track of players’ stats throughout the day. Participants
can easily track their league competition online.
But it’s not just all fun and games. Strategy comes into

play when looking at which players are playing what teams and
where.
“Smaller ballparks are going to be good for power hitters,” Yoder said. “People who play in Cincinnati or who play in Minute-Made park … are going to be good, verses guys who play in
Toronto or those who play in Seattle - those are pitcher friendly
ballparks.”
The Wengatz league does a rotisserie-style point scoring until
the end of the season, and the person with the most points wins.
The league is more than just fun for those who participate. It
forces the participants to get to know a lot of the players in the
game and track their progress.
“I know so much more about the entire American and National League because you have players from both on your team,”
Brennan said. “I know a lot more about the entire (Major)
League.”

Graphic courtesy of yahoo.com

Student mother balances
family and school

Carrie Bragg
Music Editor

Pitching statistics
•
Wins
•
Strike outs
•
Saves
•
Earned run average
•
WHIP (walk and hits per inning pitched)

Photo courtesy of Carrie Bragg

Brandle awarded return home
Hannah Beers
Staff Writer

T

Brandle has applied twice before with the Fulbright program,
but was not accepted.
“You just never know,” he said. “You apply once, and you
don’t get it – you apply for the same thing a year later, and you
get it.”
Applicants are selected based on a point system that measures suitability for the specific destination.
“They want this to be a positive experience, both for the person going and for the place where they go,” Brandle said.

he Fulbright Program says it
began in 1946 in order to build “mutual understanding” between nations.
This summer, it will take Computer Science Professor Stefan
Brandle halfway around the world – and back to a place he once
called home.
Brandle will spend a year in Mauritius, a small island east
of Madagascar, conducting research and teaching information
technology courses through the university there.
Funded by the U.S. Department of State, the Fulbright program has sent nearly 280,000 American students and teachers to universities in foreign countries to lecture and conduct
research.
“The whole idea behind the Fulbright program is to have people meet decent, respectable Americans,” Brandle explained.
“They say you’re supposed to be a cultural ambassador.”
Mauritius is not unfamiliar territory to Brandle, who spent
his childhood in South Africa and a total of three years in Mauritius.
“My parents were missionaries ... I left when I was 18,” Brandle said. “It’s been a while.”
Brandle considered applying for the trip after some friends
in Mauritius invited him to visit for their 25th wedding anniversary.
“Unfortunately, it was right during finals week,” Brandle
explained. “I (knew it was) insane to fly halfway around the
world, pay all this money, spend two days and come back. Then
they said, ‘Well, what about a year?’ and that’s what got me to
apply again.
“And now, God willing, we’ll be there for a year. That's a proper visit.”
Brandle says his background has given him initiative to further higher education and new technology in developing countries.
In his project proposal, Brandle described Mauritius as a
Photo by Andy Marston
country reinventing its economy, in part by “building a strong
technology infrastructure.” Here Brandle’s experience with Professor Stefan Brandle helps a student in the computer scicomputer network management and information technology ence department.
will come into play.

The system changes year-to-year based on the available countries and the candidates themselves. Brandle’s connection with
Mauritius, as well as his command of several languages, most
likely helped his chances of being selected.
Applicants for research awards must also propose their own
project ideas in order to receive funding. Brandle’s award is for
both teaching and research. While lecturing in one or two classes at the university, he plans to improve and implement an automated grading system for computer programming students.
“For three summers now, I’ve had students working on the
technology for this, so it’s something that Taylor supported,
which then helped me get the Fulbright award,” Brandle said.
“I’ve spent enough time on this that I know what needs to be
done.”
The automated system is meant to make grading faster and
more accurate. The saved time will also give students more opportunity to improve.
“You upload (your homework), and the program beats on it,
and a couple seconds later it (tells you) where you had problems,” Brandle said. “If you want to, you can fix it and submit it
again. With a human grader, that’s pretty much impossible.
“My intention is that everybody who wants to can have 100
percent in all the programming assignments.”
Brandle would also like to work with the university in Mauritius and several “virtual universities” utilized by developing
nations to present lecturers via the Internet.
“It seems like automated grading would be a really nice feature,” Brandle said. “So I want to see if ... I can get these virtual
universities to understand the technology and start using it.”
Brandle will leave in August, accompanied by his wife and
their two daughters, ages five and seven.
“My wife is (looking forward it). My kids like that you can
swim all year round ... That connects with them,” Brandle said.
“They keep looking at Taylor Lake and I say, ‘No, you don’t
want to swim in Taylor Lake now.’ ”
Upon leaving Upland, the Brandles will spend two or three
weeks visiting friends in Europe before heading to Mauritius,
Brandle said.
“What I really want, particularly for my daughters ... is that
I want them to see the the world is not just Indiana,” he said.
“And Mauritius is substantially different.”
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First summer blockbuster cements ‘Iron’-clad victory
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
In 2005, “Batman Begins” flew DC Comics’
films back to the top on a
pair of furious bat wings.
And this year, Marvel Comics may well have found its
“Batman Begins.”
“Iron Man” is the first
massive blockbuster of
the summer movie season, and if we’re to judge
a book by its front cover,
then it’s going to be a
fantastic summer.
Marvel needed “Iron
Man” to work. After a
slew of critical flops in
2007 (“Ghost Rider,”
“Spi-

der-Man 3,”
“Fantastic
Four:
Rise
of the Silver
Surfer”), audiences were getting disheartened. Moviegoers can only
take so many letdowns before
they start taking their wallets
elsewhere.
Beyond that, Marvel took a big
gamble when it decided to form
Marvel Studios and produce all
its remaining unlicensed films
themselves, starting with “Iron
Man.” Marvel used to sell its
copyrighted characters to other
studios, but with this new level
of control, Marvel stands to gain
– or lose – a lot of money, based
on the films’ box office performance.
Luckily, “Iron Man” is proving both a monetary and critical success, achieving an opening weekend worth more than
$100 million (the second biggest weekend ever for a nonsequel, after “Spider-Man”)
and a Rotten Tomatoes

Photo courtesy of ironmanmovie.marvel.com

A fond farewell in my native tongue
from Josh Porter
Well it’s been a “Fantastic Four” years, but by “Friday After
Next,” I’ll be “The Graduate,” and heading off “Into the Wild.” I
have “Great Expectations” as I “Face/Off” with “The New World”
– finding my “Identity,” making a “Deep Impact” on the world,
and thoroughly exploring “The Science of Sleep.”
But readers, “Be Cool.” Don’t feel “Left Behind.” This has “Definitely, Maybe” been the best job I’ve ever had, and that’s no “Raging Bull.” I’ve had more fun than “Curious George” in “Mr. Magorium’s Wonder Emporium.” You’ve given me “Confidence” as a
writer, and you won’t be “Forgotten.” It’s been “A Walk to Remember.” “Good Night, and Good Luck.” Also, “The Matrix Reloaded.”

review score of 93 percent. And
here are several reasons why.
“Iron Man” could have been
another “Transformers.” The
film could have used visual effects as its starting point, and
formed its plot, characters and
themes as an afterthought.
But “Iron Man” starts with a
solid core of substance and morality, and everything else falls
neatly into place. The film’s approach is not unlike its hero – a
flashy spectacle on the outside,
with a tangible sense of humanity at its center.
The film stars Robert Downey
Jr. (“A Scanner Darkly,” “Kiss
Kiss Bang Bang”) as Tony Stark,
a billionaire weapons developer
who has chosen to ignore the dire
consequences of his destructive
inventions. But when Stark is
captured by Afghan extremists,
he is forced to see the effects of
his weapons firsthand.
Stark builds a powerful mechanical suit to escape captivity,
and after returning to Stark Industries, dissolves the company’s
weapons division and vows to do
what he can to promote peace.
The plot is well-formulated, but
what really makes the film work
is Robert Downey Jr.’s solid performance. Downey takes the role
and runs with it – and then rockets it into the stratosphere.
It’s hard to imagine anyone
pulling off Stark’s witty one-lin-

ers and arrogant charm more
skillfully than Downey. But at
the same time, he brings the
character down to earth, bringing depth and emotional range
to the role and giving audiences
something rarely seen in the industry: a believable superhero.
The film as a whole couldn’t
have received a better cast.
Gwyneth Paltrow (“Sylvia,” “The
Royal Tenenbaums”) plays Pepper Potts, Stark’s assistant (and
maybe more), with a degree of
spunk and energy that I didn’t
think she had in her.
Terrence Howard (“The Brave
One,” “Hustle & Flow”) makes
a great Col. Jim Rhodes, Stark’s
friend and connection within the
U.S. military. And Jeff Bridges
(“K-PAX,” “The Big Lebowski”)
clearly had a blast playing Obadiah Stane, Stark’s right-hand
man with a hidden agenda.
Of course, “Iron Man” is still
a superhero movie, and all that
great acting and thematic substance would be useless without
great action. “Iron Man” delivers
in this area, in large part due to
a great effort from director Jon
Favreau (“Zathura: A Space Adventure,” “Elf”).
Each action sequence is wildly
unique without being an overthe-top assault on the eyes and
ears. (I’m looking at you, “Spider-Man 3.”)
Iron Man faces off against ter-

rorists, tanks, fighter jets and
a behemoth robot – a veritable
laundry list of foes from an action enthusiast’s fantasy. It’s refreshing to see a breed of superhero action other than acrobatic
spandex skirmishes. And Iron
Man’s suit is an impressive piece
of imagination – it’s full of surprises.
“Iron Man” is proof positive
that Hollywood doesn’t need a
steady stream of sloppy sequels
to make money and capture interest. It’s perhaps the best franchise startup since “The Pirates
of the Caribbean: The Curse of
the Black Pearl.” Let’s hope it
gets a much better sequel treatment than “Pirates” when “Iron
Man 2” is released April 30,
2010.
(Rated PG-13 for some intense
sequences of sci-fi action and
violence and brief suggestive
content.)
Movie Rating: 9 out of 10

A new perspective on Christianity emerges
By Andrew Neel
Contributor
Meet Ted Kluck and Kevin
DeYoung.
The two have a lot in common.
They both live in Michigan, they’re
both in their early 30s, and they
both have some major problems
with postmodern Christianity.
The two voice their concerns

about the direction of the emergent church in an engaging,
thought-provoking book called
“Why We’re Not Emergent (by
Two Guys Who Should Be).”
Kluck is a former Taylor student who is now a successful author – he has written for ESPN.
com and has three other books in
publication.
DeYoung is a pastor at a mid-

sized church in East Lansing.
The two have combined their
talents to write a book that addresses the current trend in
Christianity toward an emerging
faith that is defined by its ambiguity.
The authors question the philosophy of emergent Christian
writers like Rob Bell and Brian
McLaren and ask if faith without

objectivity and a belief in absolute truth is what God intended.
DeYoung acts as the scholar
and Kluck as the poet in “Why
We’re Not Emergent,” a book
which will quickly engross you in
a conversation the church should
have been having for years.
The book is available for purchase at Amazon.com.

Josh Porter’s top 9 summer ‘08 movie characters
9. Maxwell Smart – “Get Smart”

8. Harvey Dent – “The Dark Knight”

7. Bruce Banner / The Hulk – “The Incredible Hulk”

Steve Carell (“Dan in Real Life,” “Evan Almighty”) has the starring
role in a film remake of the ’60s action comedy series. Carell is sure
to entertain as the accidental secret agent, and it looks like he may
do with this role what Steve Martin should have done with “The Pink
Panther’s” Inspector Clouseau. (Release: June 20)

Aaron Eckhart has experience as a smooth-talking public darling
with an agenda in “Thank You For Smoking” – hence the decision to
cast him in the next Batman film as a politician destined for villainy.
Eckhart will play a big part in “The Dark Knight,” and he may give
Tommy Lee Jones’s Two-Face a run for his money. (Release: July 18)

This summer’s Hulk revamp has its 2003 predecessor’s blunders to
learn from and a completely new cast and crew, including the enormously talented Edward Norton (“Fight Club”) as Bruce Banner. Norton has rarely let audiences down, and based on his passion for the
character, he’s not about to start. Norton smash. (Release: June 13)

6. John Hancock – “Hancock”

5. Kirk Lazarus – “Tropic Thunder”

4. WALL·E – “WALL·E”

With great power comes great responsibility … too bad no one told
that to Hancock. Will Smith (“Men in Black,” “Independence Day”)
takes an interesting turn as John Hancock, an unkempt, booze-loving,
irresponsible superhero. Will Smith wrote the book on action-comedies, and this one may be his most inventive yet. (Release: July 2)

Robert Downey Jr.’s next role could be bold comedy at its best. It
could also be a shocking blunder, but I prefer to be optimistic. In Ben
Stiller’s new war comedy, Downey plays Kirk Lazarus, an award-winning actor whose latest role is an American soldier in Vietnam. An African-American soldier. Just watch the trailer. (Release: Aug. 15)

PIXAR hopes to recapture the magic and the ticket sales of last year’s
“Ratatouille,” and they have a shot with “WALL·E.” Set in the distant
future, WALL·E – a waste management robot – is left on Earth to clean
up humanity’s mess, but soon realizes he may have a bigger destiny in
store. It’s “Star Wars,” if R2D2 were the star. (Release: June 27)

3. Tony Stark / Iron Man – “Iron Man”

2. Indiana Jones – “The Kingdom of the Crystal Skull”

1. The Joker – “The Dark Knight”

Summer has only just begun, and “Iron Man” has already established
himself as a heroic force. He’s a fascinating character, not to mention
the actor behind the metal mask. Forget Tobey Maguire – Robert
Downey Jr. is Marvel’s most well cast superhero since Hugh Jackman
as Wolverine. (Release: May 2)

The Indiana Jones of the first three films is one of the most entertaining heroes in cinema history. Whether he’s kept his charm and charisma after a 19-year hiatus remains to be seen. Harrison Ford once wore
the role with ease – let’s hope the hat still fits. Steven Spielberg seems
to think it does, and that’s good enough for me. (Release: May 22)

Director Chris Nolan’s startling vision of the world of Batman widens to encompass a villain that has seen many incarnations. But Heath
Ledger’s could very well be the masterpiece of Jokers. Seeing Ledger’s
pretty-boy status scarred and painted in the image of a calculated madman will be a sight to behold. I predict an Oscar. (Release: July 18)
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Parting
words
from a
senior

By Mark Heydlauff
Columnist
“Be well, do good work, and
keep in touch.”
American author, humorist,
and radio personality Garrison
Keillor, who has a registered
trademark on this phrase, ends
each of his daily broadcasts
with these simple yet profound
words.
And I hope we seniors leave
Taylor University in this spirit
in the coming week.
Some of us may leave for the
last time – finding new academic homes in graduate school or
pursuing the calling of professional life. Some may depart
for a future that remains uncertain. Still many others will
leave with plans of returning
this fall to finish a program of
study.
Regardless of which category
you are in, the truth remains:
Be well, do good work, and
keep in touch.
Be well. Aside from making
the grammatical point that one
who has a positive state of being is well, not “good,” being
well expresses a kind wish for
the best.
I think it is noteworthy that
the greeting is not, “Be successful,” but simply, “Be well.”
Challenges and turmoil may
and nearly always will enter
our lives at some point, but
through it all, be well.
We also are reminded that
were it not for the faithfulness
of God in our lives, it would be
impossible to be well. Our personal state of wellness is dependent upon the good providence of the divine creator.
Do good work. This seems
relatively obvious. I think we
actually have two kinds of good
work to do.
First, we must do work that
is of good quality. This kind of
work involves doing one’s best
with a task at hand. Second,
we must do work that is good.
Both meanings are inherently
tied to the Christian notion of
work found in Colossians 3.
Our work has meaning and is
an act of worship.
Keep in touch. With Facebook, cell phones, and e-mail,
this should not be a hard command to follow. But I believe
that we have a reason to keep
in touch that supersedes the
updates on relationships, kids
and jobs.
While all are certainly important, keeping in touch reminds
us all of the friendships and experiences of the past and gives
us an opportunity to share the
faithfulness of God in our new
endeavors. Keeping in touch
thus becomes the modern version of building an altar in the
Old Testament or “raising an
Ebenezer,” as the hymn says.
My friends, the goodbyes at
this time of the year are often
difficult, but necessary. The
sadness of departure is only
caused by the sweetness of
presence.
Cherish those times with
friends in these final days.
Squeeze every moment for
the joy it may hold. And when
“Pomp and Circumstance”
plays for the final time next
Saturday, be well, do good
work, and keep in touch.
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Unholy land: The trouble with Israel

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
As a senior, I should probably
use my last column to pass on
words of wisdom to the underclassmen. Instead, I’m going to
use it to discuss an issue that is
particularly close to my heart.
In 1948, the United Nations set
aside a small section of land as a
homeland for the Jewish people,
who were recovering from one of
the worst genocides in world history. Nineteen years later, during
the Six-Day War, Israel launched
a pre-emptive strike against its
neighbors, taking over a significant section of Arab land.
But Israel didn’t leave these
areas after the hostilities ended.
Rather, it has continued to occupy the West Bank and claim
authority over the Gaza Strip to
this day, in violation of international law. This might not have
been so bad if Israel had treated
these areas the same as the rest
of its territory – but that has not
been the case.
Palestinians are essentially
second-class citizens. Israel has
stifled cities in the West Bank
through an extensive series of
roadblocks. Inhabitants may not
travel without express permission from the Israeli government,
which can be difficult to get. Notice that I call them inhabitants,

because they are not granted the
benefits of Israeli citizenship.
Hundreds of thousands of Palestinians are still living in refugee camps in places like Lebanon
and Jordan 60 years after the
founding of Israel. These camps
have become havens of violence
and despair – see, for example,
the fighting between Palestinian
militants and Lebanese soldiers
last year.
Many workers in the West Bank
are unemployed, with 58 percent
living in poverty. This means
many disenchanted people are
sitting around with no prospects
and nothing to do. Should we be
shocked that so many young Palestinians are willing to sacrifice
their miserable lives in hope of
achieving eternal paradise?
The Israeli government has
purposely cut off these areas
from the rest of the world, preventing any possibility of economic growth. After the terrorist
group Hamas took over the Gaza
Strip last summer, the Israeli
hierarchy cut off the area completely, hoping the inhabitants
would turn on Hamas when they
no longer had food or supplies. If
Gaza truly belongs to Israel, then
the government has essentially
laid siege to its own people.
I was especially affected by a
recent article in “Newsweek” that
reported the following: In 2006,
99 percent of West Bank Palestinians tried in Israeli military
courts were found guilty, with the
average trial lasting less than two
minutes. Is this justice?
The message Israel is sending to
the Palestinians is clear. Despite

Israel built this 20-foot concrete wall separating the West Bank
bombings. It has stifled the region’s economy.
years of international pressure, wanted them to be a people who
Jewish settlements continue to set an example of righteousness
be built in Palestinian areas, in for the rest of the world, and his
violation of multiple peace agree- restoration of Israel will occur
ments. What conclusion should a when the law of God is written
Palestinian come to except that on their hearts – not when they
Israel is attempting to make the achieve political dominance.
West Bank Jewish by force?
This is not the restored Israel
The Israeli government has God intended. Indeed, this is
denied justice to the Palestinian more like the nightmare scenarpeople. In the name of prevent- io found in Ezekiel 22:29: “The
ing terrorism, it has imposed a people of the land practice extorburden on them that they should tion and commit robbery; they
not have to bear. And through oppress the poor and needy and
all of this, the Palestinians have mistreat the alien, denying them
been ill-served by their corrupt justice.”
leaders.
So I am not afraid to call Israel
If we truly want to see Israel out on these issues, nor should
restored, we must realize land anyone hesitate to do so. It may
was never the real focus of God’s not be popular politically or
promise to the Jewish people. He within Christian circles, but the
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from Israel to prevent suicide

people of Palestine deserve our
compassion. They receive discrimination based on their ethnicity, and they are treated despicably by a government that rules
over them, but has little concern
for their well-being.
We soak up Jewish culture and
make pilgrimages to Israel, proclaiming this state to be a sign
of Christ’s second coming. A few
miles from Israel’s tourist attractions, people are suffering terribly because of that same government, and we couldn’t care less.
Shame on us.
I am not anti-Semitic or antiIsrael. I simply want us to pay
attention to all sides of this issue
and remember victims can all too
quickly become victimizers.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Drinking article response
What I have found most frustrating about the recent exposé
on the drinking “scandal” here at
Taylor is the tone assumed by the
exposing writers.
From a reading of these articles
it would seem as though all student drinkers are either poor alcoholic sops to be pitied as they
descend into the bottle or malicious, rule-hating rebels who
drink to show scorn for Taylor.
Drinking at Taylor constitutes
rule breaking, nothing more or
less. To say that students are sinning by breaking the LTC is to
assume a level of inspiration and
authority not fitting to the rules
laid out in the LTC.
Furthermore, Taylor’s policies on drinking don’t reflect an
understanding of the vast differences present in even our small
campus population. It is one
thing to promise as an 18-yearold freshman to not drink.
However, when the game
changes two or three years into
college and students suddenly

become legally able to drink,
not drinking becomes more of
a challenge. What are students
who now want to drink supposed
to do – transfer schools in their
junior year simply because they
disagree with a small facet of
Taylor’s policy?
I think that LTC reform is necessary if only in an effort to create policies that will 1) actually be
followed and 2) create a campus
atmosphere that allows students
to survive a slipup. As it stands
now, to publicly confess to doing something that breaks the
LTC is to open yourself up to the
possibility of punishment, public
scorn and a loss of reputation.
- Senior Lauren Hartshorn

Support for S.J. week

I wanted to respond to last
week’s opinion article “Social
Justice does not equal cardboard”
with a quote from Shane Claiborne, author of “The Irresistible
Revolution.” When talking about
inactivity in the church, Shane
gave the challenge to, “Stop complaining about the church that

we’ve experienced and start being the church we dream of.”
My question is, as a Taylor
student body, are we even to the
point where we dream of ending injustice? Do we long for a
community that uses God’s gift
of creativity to solve issues of injustice?
What if in addition to doing
something crazy like living in
a box, everybody started doing
other crazy things? Can we imagine the elimination of poverty in
a community, like in Acts 2:4445, being lived out? Maybe living
in a cardboard box isn’t actually
doing anything to solve these issues, but a few nights where it’s
hard to sleep can certainly help
us dream.
So rather then condemning
or abandoning projects like the
cardboard community, how
about we let them spark our
imagination and use them as a
call to start living our dreams.
- Freshman Stephen Rupsis

What is true worship?

When most of us use the word

EDITORIAL
Last week, The Echo reported
Taylor’s admissions department
is discussing ways to increase enrollment to 2,400, as prescribed
by Vision 2016.
Measures under consideration
include removing Taylor’s interview requirement for prospective
students, Associate Director of
Admissions Kenneth Taylor said,
although he stressed the department has made no final decision.
Since admissions is still discussing the best course of action, we’d like to add our voice
to the mix: We think abolishing
the interview requirement would
prove detrimental to the Taylor
community.
The interview gives students
who aren’t gifted writers a chance
to express their hearts, and admissions counselors get a chance
to see all students’ interpersonal
skills – crucial for discovering
whether students have a potential to commit to Taylor’s community. Students can also speak
more specifically about their ar-

eas of passion.
In an interview with The Echo,
Taylor said other application elements, like expanded essays, may
prove better ways to get to know
people than an in-person interview. And perhaps additional essays would help, especially since
the number of admissions essays
required has recently decreased
to one essay.
But suppose Taylor’s musings
are right, and essays prove infinitely better in getting to know
people.
Maybe the interviews don’t
help admissions counselors
weed out prospective students.
(With an 85 percent acceptance
rate, Taylor isn’t eliminating too
many students in the first place.)
But dropping the interview gets
rid of a potentially powerful recruiting tool.
Taylor is one of a few schools
that still require interviews, and
mandating that nearly all students come to campus to meet
with an admissions counselor

sets the foundation for the community Taylor strives to build.
The sort of student attracted to a
school that requires face-to-face
meetings is the sort of student we
want to come to Taylor — a student likely to build relationships,
bear burdens and seek to grow
alongside others.
Abolishing the interview would
probably not prevent those students from applying to Taylor,
and we’re sure admissions counselors would accept them with
their essays as proof of their
character. But what would separate Taylor from other colleges in
the minds of those students?
If the vibrant community is to
continue as Taylor’s distinctive,
that message needs to ring out
from the first steps of the admissions process to the towels given
to graduates. And requiring prospective students to come share
about their lives and experiences
is the best way to ensure that
community remains year after
year.

worship, we mean the time of
singing before we sit down and
listen to someone talk to us.
Is that all worship really is?
Singing? I doubt it.
Worship is something that we
should carry with us throughout
our day and our lives, not just
when we stand in chapel in sing.
Not that chapel is not an amazing time of coming together as a
community to bring glory to God
as a student body, but presenting
our worship to God is something
we should do in more ways than
singing and at more times than
10 a.m. on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
With that said, I really do not
think that God cares how many
times we repeat a stanza when

we sing or whether or not we finish the song from start to finish.
I cannot speak for the people
leading worship, but I do not
think that the repetition of lines
is meant to help us become more
emotionally into our praise of
God, but rather just to emphasize to God the relevance and
meaning of that line because after all, the only reason we sing at
all is God.
Can we really put our personal
music preferences on the music
we are singing to God?
God listens to everybody who
presents sincere praise and appreciates it equally.
Why can’t we do the same
thing?
- Sophomore Claire Kinney
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Year in review: the top five Taylor teams
By Jake Bragg
Staff Writer
With the school year winding
down, I wanted to take one last
look at the year as a whole from
an athletic perspective.
So I sorted through the seasons of our 15 varsity sports
teams and came up with my
top five teams of 2007-2008,
awarding the first place team
with the first-ever “Taylor Trojan Team of the Year” award.
I set a few parameters for
choosing these five teams, and
they are as follows:
First, each team had to finish
above .500 overall in its season
overall. (For track and field and
cross-country, the team had to
finish in the top half of a majority of its races to qualify.)
Second, each team must have
finished at least .500 in the conference. This is tough because
the Mid-Central Conference is
typically one of the deepest in
the NAIA for all sports, both for
men and women.
The competition was fierce,
as demonstrated by Taylor’s
impressive third place finish
in the Commissioner’s Cup, a
season-long MCC-wide points
race determined by how high
each sports team places in the
conference.
It was actually difficult to narrow the list to just five teams.

In fact, I couldn’t do it, so we’re
going to start with an honorable
mention.

through their hands. Look for
this team to make a strong push
for the title next season.

Honorable Mention:
Men’s Basketball
(20-12, 8-8)
It’s a true testament to how
powerful a basketball program is when winning
20 games in a season is no longer an
amazing feat. Yet
Head Coach Paul
Patterson
has
managed to make
that possible, having won at least 20
games in 21 of his 29
years. Staggering.
This team, although
finishing just fifth in
the regular season conference
standings, managed to reach
the semi-finals
of the MCC
tournament.
The
team
also ranked
second in the nation in defense, allowing a stingy 56 points per game.
Ultimately, though, I thought
this team had a chance to win
the MCC regular season title,
and I was disappointed when
the men seemed to let it slip

#5: Men’s Soccer
(12-5-2, 5-2-1)
This team’s season was quite
a pleasant surprise after the
team struggled to just four
wins in 2006. But the
team’s success was by
no means an aberration. The Trojans allowed just 1.2 goals
per game during
the season, and an
even more miserly 0.9
goals per game in conference play en route
to a second-place
finish in the MCC.
A disappointing
flameout in the
first round of
the tournament
keeps this team
from climbing
higher in my
rankings.
#4: Baseball
(27-17, 20-9)
The baseball team was literally on the cusp of greatness
all year. The Trojans finished
third in the conference regular
season. They lost to the firstplace team four times, but three
of those losses were only by a
combined six runs. In addition,

the men took Huntington 10 innings in the semifinal round of
the MCC tournament before being eliminated.
The 27 wins marked an improvement from last year, moving the team up to fourth place
in my rankings, but I expected
just a little bit more from the
men. I fully expect to have my
championship taste fulfilled
next year.
#3: Men’s Track
Track is hard to compare
with some of the other sports,
since it doesn’t officially have a
record to go by, but the men’s
track team’s success is something against which it’s hard to
argue.
In addition to some outstanding individual achievements,
including junior Ian Brown’s
two school records (one on a relay team), and sending at least
five other members to the NAIA
national championship meet,
the Trojans also finished well
as a team in important meets:
The men finished third at the
MCC Championships and third
at the NCCAA Championships
as well.
But if this team showed some
of the depth of talent that we
have here on campus, the next
two teams did to an even greater extent.

#2: Volleyball
(31-11, 7-1)
Now we are moving into
championship territory. The
Lady Trojans chalked up a tie
for the regular season MCC
championship and fell just short
of a tournament championship,
falling in a thrilling, five-game
championship match to Indiana Wesleyan University.
In addition, the Lady Trojans
earned some prestigious individual honors. Senior Maggie
Henss and junior Jenny Peterson were named NAIA ScholarAthletes, four team members
were named to the all-MCC first
and second teams, and Henss
also received an NAIA AllAmerican honorable mention.
This team climbed nearly to
greatness, but didn’t quite make
it as far as our No. 1 team.
#1: Men’s Tennis
(18-6, 7-0)
Really, there was no contest
for which team performed the
best this year. Only the men’s
tennis team delivered a regular season title (in undefeated
fashion, no less) and followed
suit in the conference tournament.
This was the Trojans’ first

Trojan Sports
(Home games in bold)

Baseball

( 27-19, 17-9)
Season concluded

Softball

(14-20, 6-10)
Season concluded

Tennis

(Men, 17-6, 7-0)
Season concluded

Track and Field

NCCAA Championships
Men: 3rd of 15
Women: 8th of 14
Women’s season conluded
Upcoming men’s meets:
11:25 a.m. Fri. at Cedarville
Last Chance Qualifyer
* denotes MCC match
MCC tournament championship since 2001, but the team
didn’t stop there.
The Trojans were just one
game away in a regional tournament match against Aquinas
from an NAIA national tournament berth. The Trojans were
also ranked as high as 23rd nationally during the season.
These men excelled at their
sport and dominated their competition.

Student athletes
take sports, gospel
Track competes at NCCAA Nationals overseas
By Jordyn Kight
Contributor

stemmed from five secondplace finishes.
The Trojans put forth many
The men’s track and field highlight performances.
team tied for third and the
Raising the bar early, junior
women’s team placed eighth out Ian Brown succeeded in setof 15 teams at the the National ting two school records in the
Christian College Champion- 100 and 200-meter dashes.
His times of 10.69
and 21.48 seconds
automatically qualified him for the NAIA
Championships.
Collecting Taylor’s
only individual win,
freshman Scott Gill
also took home honors, posting a distance
of 22 feet 9 inches in
the long jump.
The team’s second
win came from the
4x400 relay team of
juniors Andy Marston,
Brown, sophomore
Dave Voss and freshman Bryan Allingham, finishing with a
time of 3:19.91.
Continuing
the
Photo by Timmy Huynh
Senior Elise Knapp runs in Saturday’s strong relay streak,
5k. She placed fourth in the 10k Friday.
senior Lamont Lang
joined
Allingham,
ship on May 2 and 3 at Indiana Brown, and Gill to break a
Wesleyan University.
school record for the 4x100,
The men’s team left the track finishing in second with an
with a total of 112 points, plac- NAIA qualifying time of 41.62
ing them in a third-place tie seconds.
with Bethel.
Senior Drew Cowan threw 170
Despite winning only two feet 2 inches for second place in
events, the team’s success the discus throw, surpassing his

personal best.
contributed to Taylor’s final
More depth came from junior ranking. Elsman completed in
Mark Beckford, who finished in the triple jump with a distance
second place with a distance of of 33 feet 9 inches, while senior
43 feet 11.75 inches in the triple Kelsey Randall finished the
jump, and sophomore Tom 100-meter hurdles at 16.09.
Robertson took third place in
Sophomore Alyssa Johnson
the 3,000-meter steeplechase followed by placing sixth with
with an NAIA provisional quali- 4:55.87 in the 1,500-meter run.
fying time of 9:39.87.
“A lot of people set their own
“The meet Saturday was a personal records, which was a
great way to end the season for great way to finish out the seaus,” Cowan said. “It was great to son as a team,” Elsman said.
go out and compete with these
Provisional qualifiers for the
guys for the last time and place NAIA National meet compete
third at the NCCAAs.”
tonight at the Cedarville Last
Sophomore Andrea Elsman Chance Qualifier.
led the women’s
team with a
third-place finish
as she cleared 11
feet 5.75 inches
in the pole vault,
an NAIA-qualifying height.
Senior
Elise
Knapp also put
forth a strong
effort,
placing
fourth in the
10,000-meter
run.
Senior Vanessa
Fereshetian finished fifth in the
400-meter intermediate hurdles
with a time of
Photo by Timmy Huynh
1:07.88.
A trio of sixth- Freshman Bryan Allingham finishes the 4x400
place
finishes relay, one of Taylor’s two wins last weekend.

By Russell Balikian
Sports Editor

Taylor students are continually encouraged to integrate
their faith with their passions,
which can be manifested academically and through talents
and interests.
One way Taylor seeks to combine students’ faith and interests on a global scale is through
sports mission trips.
This is an important focus of
the athletic department, said
Ted Bowers, sports information director and track and field
coach.
“International mission trips
are an important part of the
athletic department’s mission,”
Bowers said. “We’ve been doing
them for a long time – this isn’t
something that’s new to our department.”
Indeed, former Taylor basketball Coach Don Odle was one
of the pioneers of international
sports mission trips.
In the summer of 1952, Odle
organized the first Venture for
Victory basketball team that
traveled to Taiwan, where the
team played basketball games
and conducted evangelistic
meetings during halftime and
after the game.
This effort is widely regarded
as marking the beginning of the
sports evangelism movement.

Head-to-head with Jamie Oliver
Jamie Oliver works at the dining commons and is a big supporter of all Taylor sports.

Full name: James Harold Oliver III
Strangest food eaten:
Age: I’ll be 48 in two weeks!
Birthplace: Anchorage, Alaska
Birthday: May 18, 1959
Height: 5’ 8”
Residence: Across from Taylor Lake
Favorite type of music: Gospel
Sport: Basketball – I’ve been around it a lot longer than most of the other sports.
Nickname: “Dr. J” – some of my old friends that played basketball called me that.
“The Taylor student body should know that…” I’m a very outgoing person; I really like people a lot. Also, I like
the kids at Taylor – they’re really a blessing.
Greatest fear: Snakes and other animals like that
Coke or Pepsi? Pepsi
Hidden talents: I like to sing, and I play basketball. Also, this summer I’m going to be playing softball for a team
called the Challengers.
Interesting personal facts: I moved here to Indiana in 1981 – I’ve lived here more than 25 years.
Dream vacation: Florida – I have friends there that I haven’t seen in a while.
Strangest food you’ve eaten: Spinach – it’s not an easy food to eat!
Favorite candy: Hershey’s chocolate with almonds
Favorite singer: Bill Gaither – he’s a very good Christian person. I’ve met him, and he’s a really cool guy.

“Spinach – it’s not an easy
food to eat!”
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Sports

Athletic Director David Bireline said he believes the athletic
department as a whole is carrying on Odle’s vision of sports
evangelism, both internationally and domestically.
“I have a strong desire for
each team to go on a trip every
four years,” Bireline said, “and
most teams do.”
While Bireline admitted not
all teams have met that goal,
he noted that a majority of the
teams did.
Since 1995, international
trips have included the baseball and men’s and women’s
tennis teams’ trip to Honduras,
the volleyball team’s ministry
in South Africa, some football team members’ trip to the
Czech Republic, the men’s soccer team’s going to Northern
Ireland twice and Basketball
Coach Paul Patterson’s participating in a coaching clinic in
Poland.
In addition, the men’s soccer
team is planning a trip to Northern Ireland during the summer
of 2009, and the baseball team
intends to return to Honduras
during that time.
Taylor teams often join up
with external organizations
devoted specifically to sports
evangelism, such as Sports Ambassadors, when they take these
international trips.
Although Bowers and other
athletic department members
support international mission
trips, Bowers expressed hesitancy to make them requirements for athletes, saying many
team members need the summer to get work experience.
One limitation on these trips
is that while some athletic programs have the financial resources to travel overseas, other
programs’ funding dictates that
they remain local, Bowers said.
Bireline expressed a continuing commitment to facilitating
mission trips, reflecting on his
own experience as he traveled
to West Africa, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, the Philippines and Tokyo with sports teams.
“This is a topic that’s on most
every head coach’s mind,” Bowers said. “It’s very important to
the mission of the athletic department.”

